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Abstract

Background: To inform clinical practice and policy, it is essential to understand the lived experience of health and social care policies, including restricted visitation policies towards the end of life.

Aim: To explore the views and experiences of Twitter social media users who reported that a relative, friend or acquaintance died of COVID-19 without a family member/friend present.

Design: Qualitative content analysis of English-language tweets.

Data sources: Twitter data collected 7–20th April 2020. A bespoke software system harvested selected publicly-available tweets from the Twitter application programming interface. After filtering we hand-screened tweets to include only those referring to a relative, friend or acquaintance who died alone of COVID-19. Data were analysed using thematic content analysis.

Results: 9328 tweets were hand-screened; 196 were included. Twitter users expressed sadness, despair, hopelessness and anger about their experience and loss. Saying goodbye via video-conferencing technology was viewed ambivalently. Clinicians’ presence during a death was little consolation. Anger, frustration and blame were directed at governments’ inaction/policies or the public. The sadness of not being able to say goodbye as wished was compounded by lack of social support and disrupted after-death rituals. Users expressed a sense of political neglect/mistreatment alongside calls for action. They also used the platform to reinforce public health messages, express condolences and pay tribute.

Conclusion: Twitter was used for collective mourning and support and to promote public health messaging. End-of-life care providers should facilitate and optimise contact with loved ones, even when strict visitation policies are necessary, and provide proactive bereavement support.
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What is already known about the topic?

- Twitter is a rich repository of data reflecting contemporaneous public opinion.
- The idea of dying alone is contrary to the concept of a ‘good death’ in many cultures, and not being able to say goodbye is a known risk factor for poor bereavement outcomes.
- During the COVID-19 pandemic, many bereaved people have been unable to be present when their loved one died due to setting-specific infection control restrictions that vary across regions and institutions.
Background

COVID-19 has caused over 2.5 million deaths worldwide so far. With each death associated with nine close bereavements, an estimated 22.5 million family members and friends have been bereaved in just over a year. It is a time of great unpredictability, with understanding of the burden and course of future disease still evolving, and changing policy messages have created significant public uncertainty. Understanding the lived experience of health and social care policies is essential to inform local, national and international policy-making.

Social media use has boomed in recent years and has transformed how people mourn and express their grief, dissolving the barrier between private and public mourning practices. Through social media we have moved from ‘sequestered death’ in private spaces to ‘mediated death’ in public spheres. The analysis of social media data offers an opportunity to study expressions of grief and mourning in a naturally occurring setting, and a valuable way of understanding what, and how, people communicate about their experiences and perspectives. Much prior research in this field focuses on the role of social media in memorialisation and peer support, especially via closed Facebook groups. With some exceptions, relatively little is known about how bereaved people use Twitter — a unique, semi-anonymous online space. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Twitter has been recognised as a rich repository of information representing public opinion, but its use by people bereaved during the pandemic has not yet been examined.

Deaths from COVID-19 present unique challenges for clinicians and for patients and families towards the end of life and in bereavement. A key clinical debate is whether, and how, to facilitate family members and close friends to be present when someone dies in a hospital, hospice or care home during a pandemic. The idea of dying alone is contrary to the concept of a ‘good death’ in many cultures, and not being able to say goodbye is a known risk factor for poor bereavement outcomes. However, the infectious nature of SARS-CoV-2 has complicated family participation in end-of-life care and disrupted support during bereavement. Many family members have been unable to be present at the moment of death due to infection control restrictions within hospitals and care homes. There is anecdotal evidence of variation in these restrictions, in part due to staff absence, shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE), or a lack of centralised guidance. To help inform end-of-life care practices and policies, we aimed to explore how Twitter was used by people to share that a relative, friend or acquaintance had died of COVID-19 without a family member or friend present, and the views and experiences they expressed.

Methods

We analysed Twitter posts mentioning a relative, friend or acquaintance who had died alone of COVID-19. We chose Twitter to analyse user behaviour due to a pool of millions of active users, its use in sharing stories and experiences with the wider world, and its messages having a known source, audience, time stamp, and identifiable content. Twitter’s data are accessible for analysis: 280-character limit, plaintext messages (tweets) can be processed and stored easily, with access to this stream of data, including...
user account metadata, available through Twitter’s application programming interfaces (APIs).

The study is based on a critical realist theoretical approach in which structured social relations are conceived as having objective influence on human behaviour and reality can be described with more or less accuracy. We used content analysis with the aim of presenting an accurate account of Twitter users’ posts on the site, using thematic coding and numerical counts. The research team includes experienced qualitative health researchers, a software developer, and palliative and geriatric medicine physicians. None of the Twitter users were known to the team.

Ethical approval was obtained from the Faculty of Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee at the University of Bristol (ref. 105943). Reporting follows the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research (SRQR).

Data collection and screening

Data were collected during two complete weeks from 7th to 20th April 2020, during the peak of the first wave of the pandemic in the UK.

We used a bespoke software system to harvest publicly available tweets from Twitter. The software system we developed (using the Node.js programming language) connects to the Twitter streaming ‘statuses/filter’ API. This allows tweets that match a set of keywords to be received in real-time. This method of collecting tweets accords with Twitter’s terms and conditions, in which users consent for their information to be collected and used by third parties. To develop the relevant keyword search terms we hand-searched Twitter for a sample of 30 relevant tweets and identified commonly used phrases and terms. This resulted in the search terms, limited by the 60-character limit of the Twitter API: COVID passed away, COVID grief, COVID lost, COVID died (a space=AND, comma=OR).

Both the Node.js application and the database were deployed using the Heroku software-as-a-service cloud platform. The source code is available under the Open Source Apache-2 licence for the Node.js. The filtered tweets dataset was stored in a Postgres SQL database for offline analysis and subsequently exported to comma-separated-value (CSV) files. The CSV files were imported into Microsoft Excel for data filtering and deduplication: filtering was used to identify relevant and exclude irrelevant tweets. We excluded any tweets which did not include the terms: lonely, alone, isolat*, access, see, saw, goodbye or together. Deduplication removed retweeted posts. We hand-screened tweets to include only tweets referring to a relative, friend or acquaintance of the Twitter user who had died alone of COVID-19. Screening was conducted by one author (LS, RS or DC) and checked by one other. The following were excluded: tweets about people who did not die of COVID-19 or where the cause of death was not stated; media reports of a death; comments on a celebrity death; general comments on dying alone of COVID-19 not in reference to an acquaintance, friend or relative; clinicians’ tweets about patients/families as these were outside the topic of investigation.

Data analysis

We conducted a manual thematic content analysis to identify key themes and sub-themes in the data. Three members of the research team (PB, a geriatrician; LS, a social scientist; CC, a public health consultant and palliative medicine registrar) independently coded 20 tweets each and constructed draft coding frames of themes and sub-themes. These were discussed as a team and combined by LS to create a final coding frame, which was applied by DC and RS to the whole dataset in Excel and reviewed by LS. Numerical counts were made of each sub-theme. A narrative of the findings integrated illustrative tweets.

Consent

Despite Twitter data being publicly available, we considered that informed consent was required as individuals might be identifiable from their tweets. Furthermore, reporting complete Twitter posts might draw attention to groups, individuals, and trends, beyond what would normally be expected from engagement with social media platforms.

To illustrate study findings we identified exemplifying candidate tweets to include in full in reporting. Using a study Twitter account we contacted the candidate tweets’ authors to provide study information and request consent. If there was no response, we used up to seven reminders. Only those tweets where the user gave consent are quoted in full; other tweets are quoted only partially, paying attention to preserve anonymity, or are summarised or paraphrased. No Twitter handles are presented. This conservative approach to using Twitter data is best practice, used in previous research.

Results

140,172 tweets were identified in 14 days. After filtering and deduplication, 9328 tweets were hand-screened (LS, DC, RS), and 196 included in the analysis, corresponding to 191 individual users (one person wrote five included tweets, one person wrote two) (Figure 1). User characteristics are summarised in Table 1. Seven bereaved family members described multiple bereavements.

We contacted 55 authors of candidate tweets. Ten gave consent to include their full tweets in study reporting, two did not consent, and 43 did not reply.
Data were coded into five main themes: restrictions, end of life, emotional impact, disrupted bereavement, and explicit function of tweet. Themes and sub-themes are presented in Table 2 with numerical counts resulting from the content analysis, which are useful to understand the relative frequency of the sub-themes in the dataset of tweets. Data extracts are tagged with a unique ID number and, where consented and available, the country of origin.

**Restrictions**

Users mentioned restrictions in four areas: hospital visiting restrictions (particularly in the ICU); community-setting visiting restrictions, mainly in nursing homes; restrictions due to the poor health or vulnerability of the bereaved; and travel restrictions. Institutional visiting restrictions were most often phrased in terms of not being ‘allowed’ to see the person who died and not being able to be present as they died, so that they ‘died alone. . . with no family’ (ID110442). Users described restrictions in care homes, where they were only able to say their goodbyes ‘standing in the garden’, through care home windows (ID49046). In hospitals, people reported ‘no visitors allowed’, leaving loved ones dying alone in ‘overwhelmed’, services (ID92278). The difficulty of such restrictions was evident:

*My father died from COVID-19 Friday. I didn’t get to see him since the beginning of March because he was a resident at [name], which went on lockdown for resident safety. I received 3 calls from them.* ID14718, USA

A lack of PPE was sometimes blamed:

*Saddened to hear my friend’s dad died from Covid-19. He arrived at the hospital to visit his father one last time but they wouldn’t give him an n-95 mask so he couldn’t see him.* ID105305, Location unknown

In other cases, the need to protect the health of the bereaved or their family members prevented contact, or travel restrictions prevented visiting. One user tweeted that their friend had been unable to see multiple family members who had died in quick succession as a household member was highly vulnerable to the effects of COVID-19. Users expressed sadness and frustration when travel restrictions both between and within countries

![Flowchart](adapted from PRISMA)
prevented contact with loved ones (‘no way to get to him in time’ ID92278).

**End of life**

Users used the phrase ‘dying alone’, and this was emphasised as a particularly distressing aspect of the death and their resulting bereavement:

> My cousins best friend died from COVID-19 today. This is hurting my family. Yet people still aren’t fucking social distancing and still think it’s not serious. SHE DIED ALONE. please, please stay home. ID17115, USA

Users described a ‘cruel death’ (ID30313), ‘lying in a ward. . . organs failing one by one’ (ID19514), and fear that the person who died alone was ‘confused and scared’ (ID90696), often in an alien and overwhelmed environment (‘in a packed ward’ ID68072), ‘like something out of a horror movie’ ID63684).

Two users described clinicians being present at the end of life; one described a phone call from the hospital urging them to say goodbye to their relative who ‘hasn’t got long’ and on arrival finding a nurse holding hands with their dying relative (ID76509). The opposite was also reported:

> My mum died alone on a Covid ward and no-one was allowed to see her and we hear not even a nurse was with her at the end. Don’t believe all you see on MSM [mainstream media] no kind nurse was holding her hand. ID121150, Location unknown

Fifty-seven tweets referred to users being unable or deprived of the chance to say goodbye. These tweets were associated with expressions of profound sorrow and ‘heartbreak’. Views of saying goodbye via technology varied; while the opportunity was appreciated, it was also portrayed as inadequate. Two users described the use of technology in positive terms, while five described it as an unwanted alternative they had to accept (e.g. ‘had to beg just to get . . . a [video-call platform] video to say goodbye’ ID54906).

**Emotional impact**

The most common emotions expressed by users were sadness, despair and hopelessness: ‘Absolutely heartbroken’ (ID95547), ‘My heart is torn’ (ID103608), ‘it’s so devastating’ (ID111944), ‘beyond distressing. . . agonising’ (ID26899), ‘traumatizing’ (ID139917).

Anger, frustration and a sense of injustice were also highly evident, with users directing anger at the virus itself as well as governments’ inaction or policy surrounding COVID-19 (‘#TrumpLiedPeopleDied’ ID30724). Similar emotions were levied against healthcare institutions and providers for transmitting or not diagnosing the disease:

> I would love to sue them for my Dad’s death and all the other deaths not counted in the statistics. He went in with fractures after a fall. Caught pneumonia/Covid in hospital. Staff missed it. Dad died alone. My world stopped when he died. He was my hero. ID144067, Location unknown

The public was also a target for anger, criticised for not caring about others (‘a lot of you don’t give a fuck unless it impacts you or yours’ ID14243) or not following lockdown rules (‘stay the fuck home’ ID15744) or infection control restrictions:

> My grand mother died of COVID thanks to people not practicing social distancing. For anyone that doesn’t follow the same orders I too hope you have to die alone with no one being able to enter the room. That’s what you deserve accountability. ID140147, Location unknown

---

**Table 1. Data characteristics (n = 196).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of tweet</th>
<th>7–13 April 2020</th>
<th>14–20 April 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User location</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not provided/unclear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deceased</th>
<th>Father/father-in-law</th>
<th>Mother/mother-in-law</th>
<th>Uncle</th>
<th>Aunt</th>
<th>Brother/brother-in-law</th>
<th>Sister/sister-in-law</th>
<th>Cousin</th>
<th>Grandfather</th>
<th>Grandmother</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
<th>More distant relative</th>
<th>Relative’s friend</th>
<th>Friend(s)</th>
<th>Friend’s relative</th>
<th>Multiple relatives/friends</th>
<th>Relationship not stated</th>
<th>Place of death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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For many, the COVID-19 death was an unexpected and shocking event. One user reported being informed in a corridor that their relative had died and immediately being sent away ‘to the car’ (ID21988). Others expressed disbelief and a sense of unreality (‘I find myself telling people as it doesn’t feel real’ ID53170).

Other emotions, identified less commonly, were regret, remorse, fear, worry, and gratitude for the care received from healthcare providers before the death; one user praised healthcare workers for putting themselves at risk to allow family members to say goodbye via video: ‘your commitment is breathtaking’ (ID142456).

### Disrupted bereavement

Users described how not being able to visit the dying person was compounded by a lack of social support afterwards (‘no wake, no funeral mass, no hugging’ ID18939). Disrupted funerals and other post-death rituals were also a source of distress:

You guys have no idea how mad I am at this! I lost my fucking dad this virus stole my dad from me we didn’t get to say goodbye and we won’t be able to have a viewing because of this virus and these jackasses say it’s a lie I wish it was! [angry emojis] ID148079, Location unknown

Bereaved people expressed frustration or sadness that they had not given their relative the funeral they wanted and the dignity and respect they deserved. Adaptations to funerals using technology were described, usually as a poor substitute for live attendance: ‘we had to have a memorial over [videoconferencing platform]’ (ID52698). However, there was also appreciation for these adaptations:

My uncle died of COVID-19 on Monday. It kills us he died alone! We aren’t able to physically be together. But thank you [videoconferencing provider] for creating a virtual platform where we were able to have a vigil & continue our traditional Novena-9 days of Rosary to pray for him as a family. ID122774, USA

Inability to view the body or attend funerals due to the bereaved being clinically vulnerable and needing to self-isolate was also reported with sadness and despair (‘torture’ ID20503).
Explicit function of tweet
The most common function of a tweet was to express support for containment and social distancing measures, practicing good hygiene and using of PPE: ‘wear masks and. . . gloves’ (ID35545). They asked the public to stay at home because ‘lives are more precious’ (ID26899), and the pain of losing someone was ‘unbearable’ (ID40516). Users tweeted to express their condolences to others in similar situations to them (‘I feel your pain. . . Hang in there and I am here for you’ ID15803), as well as to pay tribute to the deceased and wish them peace:

My grandma growing up passed away due to Covid-19. It was sudden and we didn’t get a chance to say goodbye and we can’t exactly mourn either. . . She was one of the kindest women I knew and loved so deeply only to die alone in a nursing home where no one spoke her native language. ID32956, USA

My husband died last week of COVID-19 and Parkinson’s. We were married 38 years. He also died alone. I’m so sorry for the loss of your beloved father. May he Rest In Peace ID15044, USA.

Other tweets reminded people to appreciate what they had (‘Hug your mom a little tighter’ ID19253), rallied people to come together (‘We’re all in this!’ ID32711) or called for political action, such as voting against a government due to its perceived mishandling of the pandemic: ‘. . . VOTE out every [politician]!’ (ID27309). Just two users directed comments at the deceased person, both expressing love (‘I’m so sorry you had to be alone. I love you.’ ID33309)

Discussion
Main findings
Twitter users who posted about a friend or family member dying of COVID-19 without a familiar person present expressed sadness, despair, hopelessness and anger about their experience and loss. Visiting restrictions due to institutional policies or a lack of PPE meant people had said goodbye to loved ones through windows or via video-conferencing technology, but overall views of these alternatives to physical presence were ambivalent. To most people, a clinician being present with their loved one at the end of life, while welcome, was little consolation. Anger, frustration and blame were mainly directed at government inaction and national, local or institutional policies, although members of the public were also blamed for not following social restrictions or taking the virus seriously enough. The sadness associated with not being able to say goodbye as they wished was compounded by a lack of social support and disrupted post-death rituals and funerals. Views of live-streamed services were mixed. A sense of political neglect or mistreatment was frequently expressed, alongside calls for action, but Twitter users also used the platform to encourage positive public health messages, express condolences to others and pay tribute to the deceased.

Strengths and weaknesses
There are potential biases related to the use of social media research. Views given on social media platforms may be exaggerated due to the anonymity of online communication, or users might post altered truths or fictitious stories for attention and ‘likes’, and so on. Many Twitter users did not share their location or the place of death, and our sample is unlikely to represent the general population. For example, people in the creative industries are over-represented among Twitter users, who also tend to be younger than the wider population. Attitudes to using social media to express grief will also vary among bereaved people, with some avoiding it completely and others using it extensively. Despite these caveats, social media provides insight into feelings and perspectives among its users, and our findings provide a unique perspective on experiences of bereavement during the pandemic.

Synonyms for COVID-19, such as ‘coronavirus’, were not included in the search due to Twitter’s API 60-character limit. Different search terms might have yielded different findings. We felt it was ethical to contact Twitter users for consent to directly quote their tweets. However, as is typical for other marketing research, we received a low proportion of consents. Whilst this highlights a challenge with using social media posts as data, as in other qualitative research the quoted complete tweets illustrate rather than constitute the analysis: efforts were taken to ensure the content of all the tweets included in the analysis was reflected in the narrative presented. The tweets that we did receive consent to quote in full covered diverse themes and perspectives, although more people expressing anger in their tweets agreed to inclusion compared with those who expressed sadness, which may reflect a wish to highlight their sense of injustice. A strength of the study is the use of hand-screening to identify tweets meeting pre-specified criteria.

What this study adds
These tweets provide real-time data capturing public expressions of feelings around deaths from COVID-19. Twitter offered a public space for sharing grief, expressing support and making sense of the experiences of friends or relatives dying alone with COVID-19. Study findings highlight how Twitter facilitates sharing condolences, collective mourning and the provision of community support during
the pandemic,\textsuperscript{33} as well as its use to promote public health messaging. By allowing the expression of intense emotional states, Twitter seemed to fulfil a therapeutic function identified in prior research,\textsuperscript{34} allowing users to experience emotional relief, for example by feeling ‘seen’ and part of a community with similar experiences. This function may be especially relevant, given the disruption of social networks during periods of lockdown and social distancing.

Our finding that Twitter was used to promote public health messaging in conjunction with expressing feelings and experiences of bereavement is novel and may be peculiar to the pandemic context. It supports a previous study that found that people use Twitter to engage in public discussions regarding death, sharing information and expressing opinions rather than solely expressing the emotional aspect of their grief.\textsuperscript{13} As the authors note, Twitter therefore holds great potential for making public mourning a more acceptable collective activity, by bringing broader discussions surrounding death and dying back into the public sphere.\textsuperscript{13} Unlike in that study, which analysed tweets linked to deceased Twitter users, we found less evidence of people writing messages to the person whose death they were grieving.\textsuperscript{13} The promotion of public health messaging we identified might reflect the very human need to find meaning and purpose in bereavement. Similarly, studies of Twitter usage after extreme events such as terrorist attacks report the use of Twitter to search for meaning and value.\textsuperscript{35,36} This usage might also reflect a desire to demonstrate a specific sociopolitical orientation and align oneself with likeminded others, as previously been reported in relation to a Berlin terrorist attack.\textsuperscript{35}

This study has important implications for clinicians and policy-makers, because it demonstrates how COVID-19 deaths conflict with cultural conceptions of a ‘good’ death and after-death practices, and it can inform the development of appropriate grief interventions, both before and after a death. For example, the sense of injustice, the intensity of the anger demonstrated, and the blame directed towards individuals who weren’t complying with life-saving public health measures, are aspects of COVID-19 bereavement that need to be accommodated in a therapeutic response, and reflect emerging findings from a UK survey.\textsuperscript{37} Anger is a common component of grief, and expressing it online might help the bereaved person cope with their emotions. However, the intense anger we identified seemed akin to that reported in studies of survivors of murder,\textsuperscript{38} suicide\textsuperscript{19} and other traumatic events, which may indicate the potential for high levels of prolonged grief disorder,\textsuperscript{40} post-traumatic stress\textsuperscript{41} and other poor bereavement outcomes among people bereaved in the first wave of COVID-19.

The cultural norms disrupted by COVID-19 include people not dying alone and loved ones being able to say goodbye, which is correlated with better adjustment in bereavement.\textsuperscript{42} Recognising the power of these cultural narratives and the impact on family members\textsuperscript{43,44} means facilitating and optimising contact with loved ones at the end of life, even in the context of a pandemic. It is therefore crucial that end-of-life-care providers are prioritised when supplies of PPE are overstretched, so that they are able to offer in-person visits. This is contrary to practice in 2020: an international survey of hospice and palliative care services found 48% reported shortages of PPE.\textsuperscript{20} Where an in-person meeting cannot be achieved, a meaningful goodbye\textsuperscript{45} might still be possible, but clinicians should not assume that video-conferencing is universally desired or of benefit. Rather, clinicians should listen to family members, think creatively, and adopt a cautious and individualised approach to the use of technology.\textsuperscript{33,46} Personal, meaningful and supportive funerals may also still be possible despite restrictions.\textsuperscript{47,48} Policy makers should consider early provision of clear, central guidance to reduce unwarranted variation for visiting loved ones in a terminal phase.

In the UK, government guidance devolved responsibility for visiting to local decision makers, suggesting use of risk-based assessments to determine access, but provided little guidance on how this should be delivered.\textsuperscript{49,50} This may have left staff feeling unsupported, ultimately enforcing inconsistent restrictions on relatives, with lasting tragic consequences. Finally, given the profound distress evident in these accounts of bereavement after a death from COVID-19, signposting to bereavement services and identifying and supporting those at particular risk of poor outcomes\textsuperscript{51} is crucial.

The emotional toll expressed in these tweets warrants further investigation to understand the immediate and longer term impacts of grief in a pandemic. Research currently underway will help fully understand these impacts.\textsuperscript{52,38} In-depth qualitative research is needed to explore how people use social media when bereaved and the role of social media in providing a sense of connection and peer-to-peer support in a time of collective mourning and disrupted social networks. Finally, further research is needed to explore the role of social media in creating a sense-making narrative, reflecting and enforcing cultural ideas about death and bereavement,\textsuperscript{53} and to develop and agree a ‘good conduct’ guide for social science researchers accessing Twitter.

Conclusions

This paper highlights an historic conjunction of a global pandemic with a new era of unprecedented online connectivity. Millions of people have lost loved ones during the pandemic and been personally affected by infection control measures. At the same time, modern video messaging, social-media platforms and online discourse have amplified the ability to express emotion and grieve. Had this pandemic occurred even a decade ago, the possibilities for personal expression would have been fewer. Twitter users in April 2020 shared the sadness, despair and anger resulting from their loved ones dying alone and the
impossibility of properly comforting the dying at the end of their life. These sentiments were compounded by disruption to desired funeral practices and a lack of social support. Twitter was used for collective grieving and support as well as to promote public health messaging. These findings highlight the need for care providers and policymakers to facilitate and optimise contact with patients at the end of life through clear guidance and PPE allocation, and to ensure adequate signposting and support for bereaved people.
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